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Current Radar, Satellite, and Lightning

Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

Surface high pressure will build into the north central Gulf today, with fresh to strong SE winds in western regions and light to 
gentle northerly winds in the east.  The center of the high will drift slowly westward over the next couple of days; winds will 
generally decrease in the west, becoming gentle to moderate by Wednesday, with gentle NE winds in central and eastern sections. 
Seas will be moderate in places in the west today and tomorrow where winds are highest, with smooth to slight seas prevailing
elsewhere.  Precipitation chances will be fairly low, with isolated activity possible mainly in the northwestern Gulf. 
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

The high pressure center should move inland Wednesday, leaving SE winds in far western sections with generally ESE-ENE 
winds in other regions.   Seas will decrease in the west, and by midweek, smooth to slight seas can be expected in most areas. 
Model guidance is showing that a tropical wave may move over Florida and parts of the eastern Gulf over the weekend.  The 
wave is not expected to develop, and its main effects should be to increase precipitation chances. Nevertheless, it will be 
monitored. 
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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